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P.5 Swaddling based on a fear that children would go on all fours!

P.28 Insurance ad - little girl naked hung with momma's trivkets. "She'll be a fine ady upon a white horse... if Dad is still around to pay the piper. What if he does not stay alive though?...

Brief Summer a story about two people who should have married but didn't, now their children are doing it for them - about the woman who married the other man agreeing to grow old and leaving a party the real thing (a diamond)

EVELYN HOME: A woman who had been an unhappy mistress for four years wonders if she ought to tell her husband she's not a virgin, and whether she'll be any less frigid as a wife.

A stout girl wonders if that's why noone asks her out.

Woman asks if she can have sex after the menopause... another what she should do about her husabdn's ifodelity (told to countenance it and not revenge herself) A sterile wofe. A liar. An adoptee who wants to trace his ma.